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This invention relates to certain Few and Figure 1 is a view

partially in side

elevation and partially in section of a light
ing fixture embodying this invention;
Figure 2 is a horizontal section view taken
through Figure 1 on the plane of the line 55
2-2;
.
Figure 3 is a horizontal section view taken
through Figure 1. On the plane of the line
Figure 4 is a detail section view taken 60
i. lire of the lamp, but also failure of the shell
through
Figure 1 on the plane of the line
and socket, portion of the fixture as well as
breakage of the outer glassware due to rain Figure 5 is a view of part of a lighting
fall. .
.
.
similar to Figure 1, but illustrating
Attempts have been made in the past to aixture
slightly
construction; and
ventilate these fixtures, but heretofore all Figure 6modified
is a view partially in side eleva
means proposed have been inadequate. To tion and partially
in section of a slightly
provide efficient ventilation, it is desirable
form of chimney construction.
that the heat, directly adjacent the lamp be modified
Referring now more particularly to the
carried off without coming in contact with accompanying
in which like nu
the outer protective globe and it is, there merals designatedrawings,
like
parts
the
fore, another object of this invention to several views the numeral 6throughout
represents the
provide means whereby two air channels are body of a lighting fixture which
established, one within the other, the inner tially inverted bell, or cup shaped,is substan
and has
One carrying off the heat directly from the
closed bottom wall provided with a 45
lamp and the outer one providing a layer of its
aperature 7 to be adjustably se
cooler air to protect the outer glassware threaded
cured on a tubular mounting member 8 sup
from excessive heat.
a standard 9 or the like. A
Another object Gf this invention is to ported from
of openings 10, preferably in the
improve the ventilation of a lighting fixture plurality
of elongated annular slots are formed 80
of the character described by providing a form
the bottom wall of the housing to pro
chimney-like structure at the hot air exhaust in
port in the Outer globe to increase the ye vide air inlet openings to the interior of the
locity of the ventilating air currents rising body and substantially encircling the mount
ing member 8.
through the fixture.
lamp receptacle 11 is supported from 85
With the above and other objects in view theAupper
portion of the member 8 to receive
which will appear as the description pro
a
lamp
12
stands in an upright po
ceeds, the invention resides in the novel sition with which
portion projected above
construction, combination and arrangement the open topitsof end
the cup shaped body member 90
of paits substantially as hereinafter de
and into a refractor bowl 13 positioned
scribed and more particularly defined by the 6above
the upper open end of the body mem
appended claims, it being understood that
such changes in the precise embodiment of
The refractor
bowl is oftwoconventional
con
the herein disclosed invention may be made struction
and comprises
telescoped glass
as come within the Scope of the claims.
having their meeting surfaces pro 95
The accompanying drawings illustrate members
vided
with
prismatic configurations to dif
Several completed examples of the physical
eInbodiment of the invention constructed ac fuse the light of the lamp, and the lower
cording to the best blodes so far devised for periphery thereof rests upon projections 14
the practical application of the principles extended inwardly from a ring 15 encircling 100
the upper open end of the body member.
50 thereof, and in which:

useful improvements in lighting fixtures,
and has as a general object to provide in
proved neans for ventilating the interior
3 thereof.
in totally enclosed lighting fixtures the
heat created by the lamp, especially when
the large size lamps are employed, is appre
ciable, and very often causes not only fail
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The refractor bowl is held assembled with inner wall of the globe and thus provides,
the ling by hook shaped members 16 engaged in effect, a layer of cool air between the
over an annular rim 17 formed on the pe protective globe and the excessively hot air
ripheral edge of the refractor bowl and se within the interior of the fixture. The
cured to the ring 15 by Screws 18 or the opening 25 in the top of the protective
globe is sufficiently large to exhaust both the
The ring 15 is of greater diameter than air issuing from the refractor, through the
the adjacent portion of the body member to opening 24, and that drawn into the interior
be spaced therefrom and is connected there of the globe through the openings 21.
0 with by being hipged, as at 19, to an annular
As will be readily apparent, the provision
flange 20 extended laterally from the top of air inlet openings both at the base of the
portion of the body member. A locking lamp and adjacent the lower edge of the
device 20' diametrically opposite the hinged protective globe provides maximum venti
connection 19 provides means for locking lating efficiency, as it is the base of the
15 the ring down onto the flange.
lamp and the Outer protective globe which
As stated, the ring 15 is spaced from the requires the greatest protection against
adjacent portion of the body member and heat.
the flange 20 is provided with a plurality of The efficiency of the ventilation is further
arcuate slots or openings 21 to provide inlet improved by increasing the velocity of the
20 openings to the space between the refractor air moving through the fixture by provid
and the inner wall of a protective glass ing a chimney structure indicated generally
globe 22 carried by the ring 15 and posi by the numeral 26. This chimney structure
tioned over the refractor. The protective may be of any suitable design and in Figure
globe 22 is readily releasably secured on the 1 is illustrated as comprising a glass cylin
ring 15 by a spring band 23 connected with der 27 resting at its lower edge upon the
the ring 15 and encircling the lower periph protective globe portion surrounding an
eral edge portion of the globe, the ring 15 opening 25, and being held in position by a
being provided with a suitable packing 24 spider 28 whose arms engage the inner wall
to protect the peripheral edge of the globe. of the protective globe and into which a
like.
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Both the refractor bowl and the protective
globe are thus carried by the ring 15, which
being hingedly mounted from the body mem
ber, enables the protective globe and the re
fractor to be simultaneously swung to open
position to permit access to the interior of
the fixture. It is observed that when the
ring is in its closed position with the glass
ware properly positioned above the body
member, the refractor bowl substantially
contacts with the upper peripheral edge
of the body member so that the refractor
and the body member form one continuous
chamber in which the lamp is totally
enclosed.
The top of the refractor has an air out
let opening 24 and the top portion of the
protective globe 22 is provided with an out
let opening 25 which is larger than the open
ing 24. The chamber defined by the body
member and the interior of the refractor
thus provides an inner passage for ventilat
ing air which is drawn through the inlet
openings 10 adjacent the base of the lamp
to travel upwardly and carry off the heat
from the lamp, and inasmuch as no commu
nication is afforded between this inner chan
nel and the interior of the protective globe
22, except through the exhaust opening 24,
the heated air rising through the inner
channel is prevented from contacting with
the protective glass globe.
The globe 22 is further protected against
becoming heated, by cool air entering the
openings 21 adjacent the lower peripheral
edge of the globe, which air rises along the

screw 29 is threaded. The outer headed

end of the screw passes through a hood 30
and a bushing 31 resting upon a screen 32.
The screen 32 obviously prevents the en
trance of insects to the interior of the fix
ture, and the hood 30 is preferably pro
jected sufficiently beyond the cylinder 27
to prevent rain from entering the globe.
Screens 33 and 34 are also preferably pro
vided at the air inlet openings 21 and 10,
respectively, to prevent the entrance of in
sects to the interior of the fixture.
If desired, the chimney structure may be
of the type shown in Figure 6. In this in
stance, the glass 27 is replaced by a metal
cylinder 35 which likewise rests upon the
peripheral edge of the opening 25 in the
protective globe. The cylinder 35 is held on
the protective globe by a plurality of clips 36
which engage under the peripheral edge of
the globe and are secured to arms 37 carried
by the clyinder and projecting inwardly to
support a hub 38. The hub 38 is internally
threaded to receive a screw 39 which serves
to hold a hood 40 and a screen 41 in position
over the top of the cylinder 35.
Encircling the cylinder 35 is a second
cylinder 42 which is suitably supported from
the inner cylinder by arms 43, and extends
sufficiently above the lower edge of the hood
to prevent rain from driving beneath the
hood and into the chimney structure.
The effectiveness of the air inlet port to
the interior of the protective globe, which is
afforded by the annular slots or openings
21, may be increased by providing a skirt or
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'shield 44 as shown in Figure 5. This shield
or skirt extends downwardly from the an
nular laterally extended flange 20.
From the foregoing description, taken in
connection with the accompanying draw
ings, it will be readily apparent to those
skilled in the art to which an invention of
the character described appertains that the
provision of independent air channels or
O passages, one within the other, provides
maximum ventilating efficiency, and that the
vital elements requiring the greatest protee
tion are thereby afforded adequate protec
tion against Over-heating.
What is claimed as new and desired to
secure by letters patent is:
1. In a lighting fixture, a substantially cup
shaped body member open at its top and
provided with an air inlet opening in its
20 closed bottom, lamp supporting meains
within the body member adjacent its closed
bottom adapted to receive the base of an
incandescent lamp, whereby the base of the
lamp is near the air inlet opening, an in
verted glass bowl having an air outlet open
ing in its closed top and positioned over the
open top of the body member whereby air
entering the inlet opening at the bottom
of the body member and becoming heated
by a lamp therein rises through the fixture
to be exhausted through the air outlet open
ing, and means for supporting the inverted
glass bowl from the open top portion of the
body member so as to provide a second air
inlet opening adjacent the bottom of the
glass bowl, whereby cool air is drawn into
the fixture to pass upwardly along the inner
wall of the glass bowl.
2. In a lighting fixture, an open topped
body member, a lamp supported within the
body member with its base adjacent the
bottom portion of the body member, said
body member having an air inlet opening
adjacent its bottom to admit cool air to its
interior adjacent the base of the lamp, a
protective globe positioned over the Open
top of the body member, said protective

globe having an opening in its top portion
through
which air drawn into the body mem
O ber through said inlet opening and rising
upon becoming heated by the lamp is ex
hausted, and means providing a second air
inlet opening adjacent the juncture of the
protective globe and the body member
55
whereby cool air is drawn into the fixture to
rise upwardly along the inner Wall of the
protective globe.
3. In a lighting fixture, an open topped
body member having an air inlet opening in
its bottom, an electric lamp mounted within
the body member with its base adjacent the
air inlet opening, a protective globe posi
tioned over the open top of the body member
with its lower peripheral edge adjacent the
65
body member, perforate means for Support

3.

ing the protective globe from the body mem
ber whereby a second air inlet opening is
provided between the protective globe and
the body member to admit air into the in : )
terior of the fixture, and said protective
globe having an air outlet opening in its top
portion through which air drawn into the
fixture through both inlet openings is ex
hausted.
.. . . .. . . . .
. ..;
4. In a lighting fixture, an open topped
body member having an air inlet opening
adjacent its closed bottom, an electric lamp
mounted within the body member with its
base adjacent the air inlet opening, a pro 80
tective globe having an air outlet opening
at its top portion and positioned over the
open top of the body member with its lower
peripheral edge spaced from the body mem
ber, an annular flange extended laterally
from the body portion to support the pro
tecting globe, and said annular flange hav
ing openings which provide a second air
inlet opening and through which cool air
is drawn to rise upwardly along the inner :00
wall of the protective globe and be exhausted
through the opening at its top portion..
5. In a lighting fixture, an open topped
body member having an air inlet opening
adjacent its closed bottom, an electric lamp 95
mounted within the body member with its
base adjacent the air inlet opening, a protec
tive globe having an air outlet opening in
its top portion and positioned over the open
top of the body member with its lower OO
peripheral edge spaced from the adjacent
portion of the body member, and perforate
means for supporting the protective globe
from the body member to provide a second
air inlet opening through which air enters
the interior of the fixture to rise upwardly 05
by the heat of the lamp and pass over the
inner wall of the protective globe and where
by air entering the air inlet opening at the
base of the lamp and rising through the O
center of the fixture is prevented from con
tacting with the protective globe.
6. In a lighting fixture, a substantially
open topped body member having an air
inlet opening at its closed bottom, an elec 5
tric lamp mounted within the body member
with its base near the air inlet opening, a
protective globe positioned over the open
top of the body member and having an air
outlet opening in its top portion whereby 20
air entering the inlet opening at the base
of the lamp rises due to the heat of the lamp
and is exhausted through the air outlet open
ing, and means for admitting additional air
to the interior of the fixture adjacent the 25

juncture of the protective globe with the
body member to provide a layer of cool air
between the protective globe and the heated
air rising through the center of the fixture. :30
7. In a lighting fixture, an open topped .
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over-heating of the lamp and its supporting
body member having an air inlet opening structure,
a protective globe positioned over
adjacent its bottom, an electric lamp
refractor bowl and having an air outlet
mounted within the body member with its the
base near the air inlet opening, a refractor opening above the outlet opening in the re
bowl positioned over the open top of the fractor bowl to exhaust the air issuing
from said refractor bowl outlet, and means
body member with its lower peripheral edge mounting
the protective globe from the
substantially contacting with the top of the
member with its lower peripheral edge
body member whereby the refractor bowl body
forms substantially a continuation of the portion spaced therefrom to provide a sec
O body member, said refractor bowl having an ond air inlet opening communicating with
opening in its top portion through which air the space between the protective globe and
drawn into the inlet opening and heated by the refractor bowl, said space providing a
the electric lamp is exhausted, a protective Second air passage entirely surrounding the
globe surrounding the refractor bowl but first mentioned air passage through which 80
5 spaced therefrom and having its lower air rises in contact with the inner wall of
peripheral edge portion spaced from the the protective giobe to pass upwardly
body member, said protective globe having through the opening in its top.
an exhaust opening in its top portion 10. In a lighting fixture, a cup shaped
through which the air issuing from the re body member open at its top, an electric
20 fractor bowl passes, and means for support lamp mounted within the body member, a
ing the protective globe from the body mem refractor bowl Substantially engaging the
ber so as to maintain a space therebetween Open top of the body member to form a con
and provide a second air inlet opening tinuation thereof and with the body member
through
which cool air is drawn to pass up enclose the lamp, an annular flange extended
25 wardly along the inner wall of the protective from the top portion of the body member, 90
globe and out through the outlet opening Said annular flange having a plurality of
Screened air passages, a protective globe
at its top.
8. In a lighting fixture, a substantially positioned over the refractor bowl and hay
cup shaped body member, an electric lamp ing an air outlet opening in its top, and
30
for mounting the protective globe
mounted within the body member, a refrac means
fron said annular flange with its lower
tor bowl positioned over the open top of the peripheral
outwardly of the screened
body member to, with the body member, air passagesedge
in the annular flange, whereby
Substantially enclose the lamp, a protective
globe positioned over the refractor bowl, air passing through the screened openings in
35 with its lower peripheral edge portion the flange enters the space between the pro 100
globe and the refractor bowl to rise
spaced from the refractor bowl and having tective
upwardly
in contact with the inner wall of
an air outlet opening at its top, the space be the protective
and pass through the
tween the lower peripheral edge portion of opening in its globe
top.
the
protective
globe
and
the
refractor
bowl
40 providing an air inlet opening through In testimony whereof. I have hereunto - 05
. . ..
which cool air is drawn to rise upwardly affixed my signature.
JOHN
B.
CHARTRAND.
along the inner wall of the protective globe
and be exhausted through the outlet opening
at its top, and single means for readily re
:0
". .45 movably mounting the protective globe and
the refractor bowl from the top portion of
the body member with the refractor bowl
substantially contacting with the body mem
115
50 ber when in its normal position over the
body member to close off communication be
tween the interior of the body member and
the interior of the protective globe.
9. In a lighting fixture, a substantially
Cup
shaped body member having an air inlet
20
55
opening in its bottom, an electric lamp
mounted within the body member with its

base near the air inlet opening, a refractor
bowl positioned over the open top of the
body member and substantially contacting
60
there with to, with the body member, enclose

the lamp, said refractor bowl having an air
outlet opening in its top whereby the body
member and the refractor bowl form a
chamber
through which ventilating air en
65
tering the air inlet opening rises to prevent
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